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An independent and forward-thinking London based production company, Raw Cut 
has been producing dynamic and exciting factual programmes for British broadcasters 
for over twenty years. In addition to production, Raw Cut has its own in-house 
distribution, archive, legal clearance service and content development divisions.

From the action-packed set of factual series that provide the foundation of the 
company to award-winning documentary specials and investigative journalism, Raw 
Cut’s programmes have consistently attracted large and loyal audiences with their 
immediacy and emphasis on compelling human stories.

One of the fastest growing production companies in Wales ideally placed in Cardiff 
to benefit from the capital’s vibrant and growing production hub. A major provider 
to the BBC it is responsible for the highly acclaimed Stonehenge: The Lost Circle 
Revealed. A co-production with BBC and Arte, the documentary follows a decade 
long search uncovering the origins of the world’s iconic Neolithic monument.

Tomos TV is just finishing series five of Defenders UK for BBC One documenting the 
work of public agencies keeping people safe. Production has started on series three 
of Frontline Fightback, showcasing the stories of UK Police Forces using the latest 
technology in the fight against crime

Raw Cut Television
35 Great Pulteney Street
London
W1F 9NR
United Kingdom

+44 (0) 20 7287 1050

info@rawcut.tv

Crichton House
12 Mount Stuart Square

Cardiff
CF10 5EE

United Kingdom

+44 (0) 29 2267 1330

info@tomos.tv



POLICE INTERCEPTORS

Typically,
1.4m viewers,
9.8% audience 
share during 
primetime



Original Broadcaster
Channel 5

Join Britain’s elite police officers on the front line
of the fight against crime

Each episode follows the 
hand-picked, highly trained 
officers tasked with tackling 
crime in all its forms. From 
car chases to drug busts, 

combating crime has never 
looked so exciting.

Police Interceptors remains 
in production, and brand 

new series have been 
commissioned for 2022 and 

2023

217 x 60’ 

15 x 60’

15 x 60’

15 x 60’

15 x 60’ (2023)



Following “movie hard-man” Vinnie 
Jones as he gets close up and 
personal with two police forces 
battling crime on Britian’s streets. 

Vinnie rides along with the law 
enforcers who wage war against 
crime using high performance patrol 
cars, choppers and dogs, as well as 
their advanced training in high-speed 
pursuits and fire-arms.

Hard-man Vinnie Jones is in the front seat with 
Britain’s elite coppers

POLICE INTERCEPTORS:
TAKEDOWN / UNLEASHED

Highest-rated 
show during the 
channel launch 
of

Original Broadcaster
5Spike

10 x 30’

10 x 60’



POLICE INTERCEPTORS:
PURSUIT & CAPTURE

When liberty is on the line, criminals 
in cars will risk everything to get 
away.  But the Police will stop at 

nothing to capture them. 

It’s a high-speed game of cat and 
mouse.  Criminals can run. Criminals 
can hide. But they can never escape. 

The UK’s most breath-taking Police pursuits 

10 x 60’

Original Broadcaster
Channel 5

Brand new 
commission 

for 2022



ULTIMATE
POLICE INTERCEPTORS

Original Broadcaster
Channel 5

Featuring the most pulse-raising 
police pursuits, arrests and raids, we 
follow the country’s toughest coppers 
in this compilation series.
 
Backed with all the specialist gear, 
from police choppers to high-
powered motors, we take a front seat 
as these expert interceptors battle 
the bad guys and fight crime on the 
front line.

The best
of best-ofs

The best stories from the high-adrenaline pursuit 
specialists as they crack down on crime

10 x 60’

15 x 60’



THE WORLD’S MOST 
AMAZING TRACTORS

In this brand new series, we go in 
search of the biggest, the strongest, 

and the fastest tractors on the 
planet. Be prepared for high octane 
thrills as we meet the fanatics who 
customise and race their tractors, 

and the experts who operate these 
specialised brutes on a day to day 

basis. This is getting up close and 
personal with the 

World’s Most Amazing Tractors.

An off-road extravaganza exploring extraordinary 
vehicles, fascinating challenges and glorious heritage

Brand new 
commission 

for 2022

Original Broadcaster
Channel 5

3 x 60’



STONEHENGE:
THE LOST CIRCLE REVEALED

A brand new BBC documentary to coincide with a ground-
breaking new discovery: the true origin of Stonehenge

This is the decade-long quest of one 
archaeologist to uncover Stonehenge’s 
ancient secret - its Welsh beginnings. 

Six years in the making, this film 
combines stunning footage with 
forensic CGI storytelling to forever 
change our understanding of this 
mysterious relic of ancient history.  

Original Broadcaster
BBC Two 
In association with ARTE France

“A surprising 
twist to the tale 
of Stonehenge”

1 x 60’

Sold to
63 markets
so far

Presenter-less international version available 



FRONTLINE 
FIGHTBACK

Smart technology & specialist tactics: 
Transforming policing in the 21st century

 In a very different look at crime, 
this series features an array of 

equipment, including cameras spotting 
crimes before they happen, software 

identifying repeat offenders, and hi-tech 
drones with heat-seeking technology 

that will continue to transform policing 
in the 21st century.

10 x 45’

Original Broadcaster
BBC One 

Consistent 
20% audience 

share

10 x 45’



Businesswoman Sadie Hartley was 
brutally stabbed to death in her own 
home. This film follows Lancashire 
Police as they investigate the case 
from the call-out to the murder scene 
to the trial of the two female suspects.

This three-part factual 
documentary series follows how 
detectives tackle serious crimes, 
such as armed robbery, rape and 
murder – from the first call, to 
the crime scene, to prosecution.

Investigating crime scenes, arresting dangerous criminals, building the case 
for prosecution; this series follows every step

THE DETECTIVES: 
INSIDE THE MAJOR CRIMES TEAM

THE MUDER OF 
SADIE HARTLEY

Original Broadcaster
ITV 1

Original Broadcaster
ITV 1

This award-winning documentary tells the gripping story of how 
detectives solved a truly vicious  and disturbing murder

19% audience share 
during primetime 
3.43m viewers during premiere

3 x 60’

“astonishing TV and more jaw-
dropping than any fiction”

1 x 90’

60’  version also available



Original Broadcaster
Sky 1

Breakthrough sereis featuring 
high-speed pursuits, house raids 

and takedowns, every moment of 
excitement of police work is captured 

from the front seat. 

ROAD WARS

The cult classic continues to draw 
audiences during primetime

This series follows special 
Neighbourhood Policing teams that 

combat anti-social behaviour. 
They listen to the complaints of 
local people about crime that’s 
affecting their day to day lives.

NEIGHBOURHOOD 
BLUES

Rights Available from Flame Distribution

Original Broadcaster
BBC One

Consistent 
20% audience share

10 x 60’3 x 60’

Intelligence work, stings, and kicking down doors to tackle the 
thugs and criminals breaking the heart of the comminity

20 x 60’

20 x 60’

18 x 60’
6 x 60’ SD

6 x 60’ SD

16 x 30’ SD

16 x 30’ SD

The pioneering, action-packed series that gets close up and 
personal with coppers on the job



Original Broadcaster
BBC Three One in five kidnappings target innocent 

members of the public, some purely 
because they look like they have money. 
In this gripping 30 minute documentary, 
Livvy Haydock meets three kidnap 
victims from around the country, who 
describe their ordeals at the hands of 
these criminals.

Second most-
watched 
programme on 
iPlayer after 
Eastenders (Catch up)

Investigating the alarming rise in kidnapping
 across the UK

INSIDE BRITAIN’S
KIDNAP GANGS

1 x 30’



1 million views during 
primetime

What happens if the police won’t accept a confession to murder? This is 
the bizarre case of Janet Holt

Original Broadcaster
ITV 1

Did Janet murder her business partner 
thirty years ago? His disappearance 
remains an unsolved mystery. What 
truths can her memories reveal?

The fascinating true story of a woman 
pleading to be tried for a murder, the 
memory of which she claims has been 
suppressed for decades.

AM I A MURDERER?

British police are using covert 
surveillance operations to take down 

country’s biggest criminal gangs. 
This film combines real surveillance 
footage, interviews with police and 
dramatic reconstructions to reveal 

the investigations behind some of the 
largest illegal drugs busts in the UK.

UNDERCOVER 
COPPERS: DRUGS BUST

Original Broadcaster
Channel 5

1 x 60’

A compelling look into the clandestine world of undercover cops 
and how they have executed some of Europe’s biggest drugs busts

1 x 60’

“A real-life murder mystery “A real-life murder mystery 
certain to intrique”certain to intrique”
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